
SOME THEOREMS ON RECTILINEAR CONGRUENCES AND
TRANSFORMATIONS OF SURFACES

BY

CHENKUO PA

1. Let S be a non-developable analytic surface in ordinary space and L

a rectilinear congruence with each of its generators passing through a cor-

responding point of S but not tangent to S. For any given surface these con-

gruences depend on two arbitrary functions. In this note, we obtain some

properties on the relations between a surface and its associate congruences

above defined and deduce some new transformations of certain kinds of sur-

faces, which seems to be quite different from the classical transformations of

these surfaces. The main results may be formulated as follows:

Theorem I. Let S be a surface and L a rectilinear W-congruence with each

of its generators passing through the corresponding point of S but not tangent to

S. If the asymptotic net of S correspond to that of the focal sheets of L, then S

is an R-surface and L is an R-congruence with its developables cutting S in an

R-net. Conversely, for a given R-surface, there exist °o4 R-congruences having

the above properties.

Theorem II. Let S be a surface and L a rectilinear congruence conjugate to

S, and let S' be a surface generated by the harmonic conjugate point of a point of

S with respect to the foci of L on the corresponding generator through the point of

S. If the asymptotic nets of S and S' are in correspondence, then both S and S'

are Jonas surfaces and the developables of L cut both S and S' in Jonas nets.

Conversely, for a given Jonas surface S, there exist oo8 rectilinear congruences

conjugate to S which satisfy the above conditions.

2. Let u, v be the asymptotic parameters of S and x' (* —1, 2, 3, 4) the

protective homogeneous coordinates of a generic point of S. The fundamental

differential equations of S are

XUu = pxv   r "w^T«   i   pxxx,

xvv = yxu + 0vxv + p22x,

with the following conditions of integrability:

(Ouv + ßy)v + yirxx = 7T22« + p22u + ypxx + 0V(0UV + ßy),

(2)     (0UV + ßy)u + f?X22 = x„„ + pxxv + ßp22 + 6u(0uv + ßy),

TIIdï  —  ß""22i>  —   2j8„X22 + 0uT22u  =  7T22uu  —  7^11"  —   27u7Tll + OvVXXv,
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where we have put

(3) Til   =  ßv + ßOv +  pXl, X22  =  7« + 70« +  PM-

The congruence L above defined can be expressed by

(4) x = x + R(xuv — lxxv — l2xu),

whose developables cut S in curves whose differenential equation is

2 2 2        2

(«"a — hu + hOu — hß — h)du + (— iT22 + hv — W, + /i7 + l2)dv

+ (hu — hv)dudv = 0.

The values of R corresponding to the foci are found to be:

1 1   r
(6) ~; + ~r7 t2^ +ö-) - ^ +^ + 2hl¿ ] + •••= o.

R       R

With the aid of (5) we find that, if L is conjugate to S, then

(7) l2u — hv

3. Proof of the Theorem I. To prove Theorem I we require the following

two lemmas.

Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence L should be

conjugate to a surface S is that the asymptotic u-tangents (v-tangents) of S will

intersect the corresponding v-tangents (u-tangents) of the surface S', where S'

denotes the surface generated by the harmonic conjugate point of the point of S

with respect to the foci of L on the corresponding generator.

It is clear from (6) that the surface S' is defined by

(8) x' = Hx + Xuv — hxv — hxu,

where we have put

(9) 77 = - (du, + ßy) + hh + (hu + hv)/2.

By differentiating (1), we have

Xuuv  =   (Ouv + ßy)Xu + TTxxXv +   (plXv + ßp22)X + OuXUv,

Xuvv   = 1T22Xu +  (Ouv + ßy)xv + (p22u + ypxx)x + OvXuv,

whence follows the expression for :*;„' :

2 —1

x¿  = (Ou — lx)x' + (txx — hu — hß + hOu — h)xv + 2    (hv — hu)xu + px,

the exact value of p being inutile for our subsequent discussion.

If the w-tangents of S' intersect the corresponding fl-tangents of S, then
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In view of the preceding relations, we see that the last equation is satis-

fied if and only if

llv  =  hu,

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 2Q). If x, x' are conjugate with respect to the foci of a congruence

(x, x'), and if (x, x') is W, then the lines (x, xu) and (x', x[) meet, and also the

lines (x, xv) and (x', xú) intersect, where u and v are the asymptotic parameters

of the focal surfaces.

It is clear from these lemmas that if the surface S and the congruence L

have the properties stated in Theorem I, the congruence L must be conjugate

to S, and we obtain as a necessary consequence equation (7). That is, the

differential form

hdu + l2dv

is exact. By changing the factor of proportionality of the homogeneous co-

ordinates, we can make

h = l2 = 0.

After this reduction the congruence L is given by

(11) x = x + Rxuv,

or better, by the line coordinates

(12) r = (x, Xuv).

By means of the equations (1), (2) and (10) we have

ru = (Xu, xuv) + (0UV + ßy)(x, xu) + irxx(x, xv) + 0u(x, xuv),

rv = (Xv, Xuv) + T22(x, Xu) + (Ouv + ßy)(x, xv) + 0v(x, xuv),

rUv = Ov(Xu, xuv) + Ou(xv, Xuv) + [t22u + 0uir22 + 0v(0uv + ßy)](x, xu)

+ [irxxv + 0virxx + 0U(0UV + ßy)](x, xv)

+ (ßy + 20uv + 0Jv)(x, xuv).

Eliminating (xu, xuv), (xv, xuv), (x, xuv) from (12) and (13) we obtain

(14)   ruv — 0vru — 0urv + (0U0V — 20uv — ßy)r — ir22u(x, xu) — itxxv(x, xv) = 0.

From a classical theorem of Darboux we know the conditions that L

should be a PF-congruence are

Í1) G. Fubini, On a property of W-congruences, Ann. of Math. vol. 41 (1940) p. 360.
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(15) T22u  —   TTxXv  —  0.

Since the form

x — iTixdu2 + ir22dv2

is intrinsic, a change of asymptotic parameters:

Ü =   f (xii)1'^«, v =  f (ir22y2dv

gives(2)

(16) Xn  =   X22  =   1.

Substituting (16) in the condition of integrability (23) we obtain immedi-

ately that

(17) ßv = yu,

which is the characteristic equation of an .R-surface.

It is thus clear, by (14), that the congruence L is an i?-congruence and,

by (5), that the developables of L cut S in curves:

(18) du2 - dv2 = 0,

which is the i?-net. Thus we have established the first part of Theorem I.

As to the converse of Theorem I, we shall determine, for a given i?-surface,

all the congruences having the quoted properties.

In view of the preceding discussion we may conclude that for a given

i?-surface/3J,=7„, if we could, by changing the factor of proportionality x'=px,

reduce TTxx = ir22 = k (k^O, arbitrary constant), then the congruence formed

by the lines joining x and (px)Uv is the required congruence. If ß', y', 0Ú, 01,

Píx, Pz¡ are the new fundamental quantities of S, we obtain by a simple cal-

culation the following relations:

ß   = ß,        7=7,        Ou = 0U — 2pu/p,        0V = 0V — 2pv/p,

(19) pxx   =   PXX + ßpv/p + OuPu/p  —  Puu/p,

p22 = p22 + ypu/p + ôvpv/p — Pw/p,

and

Xu   =   Xll + OuPu/p  —  ßPv/p  —  Puu/p,

X22  =   X22 + Ovpv/p  —   ypu/p  —  Pvv/p.

Therefore the required function p must be a solution of the following sys-

tem of differential equations:

(2) ^11^22^0, for, if xn=iT22 = 0, the developables of L are indeterminate and the focal sur-

faces reduce to a fixed point, and if either irn=0 or 7r22=0 the developables reduce to dv*=0,

or du2=0, which is evidently not conjugate to 5.
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.      . Puu  —   —  ßPv  + OuPu +  (xn  —   k)p,

(21)
Pvv   =   —  ypu + Ovpv +   (X22  —   k)p.

Because of (2)(3) the last system is completely integrable. Hence for every

constant k, there exist °°4 congruences having the required properties.

This completes the proof of Theorem I.

Similarly, we may consider the correlative theorem of Theorem I.

4. We shall give here some simple applications of Theorem I. It is known

that the projective normal congruence of a surface S is conjugate to S. If

this congruence is W and the asymptotic curves of its focal surfaces cor-

respond to those of S, then S belongs to a special class of .R-surfaces with the

following characteristic conditions:

pxx + ßv + ßOv = 1,       p22 + yu + yOu = 1,

where

0 = log ßy.

When the canonical line C(X) (Xt^O) of the first canonical pencil of a sur-

face S forms a IF-congruence whose asymptotic curves of its focal surfaces

correspond to those of S, the surface is isothermally asymptotic and belongs

to a class of i?-surfaces ; its characteristic equations are

ß = y,        0 = 2(3X + 1) log ß,        txxv = X22* = 0.

Surfaces of this class may be considered as generalizations of the surfaces

whose canonical line C(X) passes through a fixed point(4).

When the congruence L and the reciprocal congruence L' of L with re-

spect to S both form IF-congruences and the asymptotic curves of the focal

sheets of each congruence correspond to those of S, S belongs to a class of

surfaces defined by

Xll = X22 = 1, pxxv = p22u = 0.

We shall discuss these classes of surfaces on another occasion.

5. Proof of Theorem II. The surface S' stated in Theorem II is the locus

of the point

(22) éx' = - (Ouv + ßy)x + xuv.

By a simple calculation, we find that

(3) For, equation (2) is also valid under the substitution

(ß        1   pu     pn\

— ß        —I      Til T22/'

(4) For the latter class ß = y, 0 = 2(3X + 1) log ß, xu = 7r22 = 0, see Fubini and Cech, Geometría

proiettiva differenziale, vol. 1, pp. 160-170.
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éXu  =   (x22j3  —  TCxXv)x +  ITxxXv,

(23) (?XV  =   (Xn7  —   X22u)* + X22^u,

e?Xuu = (ir22uß + ir22ßu — xa«,, — TT220uß + Ouwxiv)x

+   (X220  —  TTXXv)Xu +   (xnu  —  OuTxx)xv  + ITxxXuv

If the asymptotic curves v of S correspond to those of S', then x' satisfies

an equation of the form

(24) x'uu = ß'x'„ + Ou Xu + pxx x'.

Substituting the values of x'uu, xú, xi, x' given by (22) and (23) in (24), we

obtain

ß    =  ß  —  Xin./X22,

,      , flu  =   — flu + Xll„/Xll,

(25)
pxx — Xn,

ß (my — X22u) + flú(x22r5 — xUl.) — p'xx(o»v + ßy)

=   Vlluß + X22/3u  —   Xlluo  —  0uTT22ß + fluXll».

Eliminating ß', 0Ú , pu from these equations and reducing, we get the required

condition as follows:

/X22        \             d2 log Xn 3 log Xn     3 log X22
( -  ß )-=   — Ouv +

- ß)
i "I * °    '

\xn     /u dudv 3v du
(26)

X22u Xll„
- ß-7-

Xll X22

Similarly, a necessary and sufficient condition that the asymptotic curves u

correspond is

tet)_
\X22        / v

32 lüg X22 3 log Xn     0 log X22

dudv 3v du
(27)

X22u Xn„
- ß-7-

Xn X22

From (26) and (27) we get immediately the following relation:

32 log Xn/X22,     , /7r22      \ /xn      \

(28) (— ß)   -(—7)   -
\Xll        /u \X22        / v

0,
dudv

which shows that(5) the developables of L cut Sin a conjugate net with equal

(6) Cf. Fubini and Cech, loc. cit. p. 105.
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point invariants.

The second of (25i)  implies that the equations (26)  and (27) can be

written in the form

flu = — flu + xiiu/xn,        0„ = — 0V + ir22v/ir22.

Combining the last two relations we get as a condition of integrability of

(26) and (27)

(29) *' l0g 7rnAr22 = 0.

dudv

It is possible by a change of asymptotic parameters of S to reduce (29) to

(30) xn = X22.

Combining the last relation with (28) gives

(31) ßu = y,.

That is, the surface S is a Jonas surface(6). Moreover from (5) and (30)

it follows that the developables of L cut S in the Jonas net:

du2 - dv2 = 0.

On account of (25) we find immediately

(32) ß'u = y'v.

Hence the surface S' is also a Jonas surface.

Secondly, we show that the developables of L cut S' also in the Jonas net.

Differentiating x¿ given in (23) with respect to v, we obtain

(33) éxuv = TTXXyXu + T22ßxv + px,

the exact value of p not being necessary at present.

In virtue of this relation and (23) the congruence L is determined by the

points x' and x, defined as follows:

\o*Xj X    ==     X l~    J\-\Xfj,v l\Xy ¿2^«/ t

wherein

(35) fc'-Ä,,        U-JZß.
X22 xn

Since xii=x22, ßu=yv we have

(6) Cf. Fubini and Cech, loc. cit. p. 106.
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(36) hv = hu-

Hence L is also conjugate to S'.

In view of (25), the fundamental quantities of S' are now found to be

(37)

and

(38)

ß' — ß — d log xii/di>, O'u = — 0U + 3 log xn/dw, p'xx = xn;

y   = 7 — d log -Kxx/du, 0'v = — 0V + d log irxx/dv, p22 = xn

, d2 log xn       d log xn / d log xn \
xn = xn + ßv-—-1-;-1 ß-1

dzr dv        \ dv       /

(      aiogxnX

, d2 log xn        d log xn / d log xn \
X22   =   X22   +   7u-1-I  7-I

du2 du       \ du      /

(      a log xn \

-e\y-^u—y

By (5), the developables of L cut S' in the following net:

(xu — hu + hOu — hß   — h )du

+ (— X22 + h« — hOv + hy   + h )dv   = 0.

In virtue of (35), (37), (38) and the second equation of (2), we find that

the net defined by the last equation is precisely the net:

du2 - dv2 = 0.

This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem II.

We now concern ourselves with the converse problem in Theorem II,

that is, we wish to determine, for a given Jonas surface S, all congruences with

the properties there quoted.

By the preceding discussions we conclude that if, for a given Jonas sur-

face S, we could, by changing the factor of proportionality of x, cause the

coefficients of (1) to be related by the formulas

(40)       xn = X22, ßu = yv, xn«,. = (ßv + &uv)* + ßir xxu + 7xn0

then the congruence of the lines joining x and (px)Uv is the required congru-

ence. Let ß, y, Öu, 0~v, fn, p2i be the new fundamental quantities of S, then these

quantities and the original fundamental quantities of S must satisfy the rela-

tions similar to those given in (19). Hence the required function p must be a

solution of the following system of differential equations:
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(41) TXXuv  —  Xnfluj)  —  ßnxXu  —  7*llv  —  Xußu  =  0, in   =   X22,

which is completely integrable in virtue of ßu = yv. We write the second equa-

tion of (41) in the form

(42) p„u + ßPv  —  0upu  —  pxu  =   k, pvv + ypu  —  OvPv  —  PX22  =   k,

where k denotes an arbitrary function of u and v. Combining (42) and (4L)

we see that the initial values of p, pu, pv, Puv, k, ku, kv, kuu of a solution of (41)

may be assigned arbitrarily. Hence for any Jonas surface, there exist w8

congruences having the properties stated in Theorem II.

The proof of Theorem II is now completed.

It is concluded that from any given Jonas surface, we can deduce °o8 new

surfaces of the same type with asymptotic tangents intersecting in pairs.

The fundamental differential equations of each are

/ 3 log xn \ / d log xu \
Xuu = [ß-)xv + I — flu H-Xu + itxxx,

\ dv      / \ du      J
(43)

/ d log Tu \ / O log Tn \
Xvv  =   I  7-I »u +  (   — Ov  H-) Xv  + Tn»,

\ du      / \ dv      )

which are completely integrable because of (40) as well as the conditions of

integrability (2) of the original surface.

Hence if the asymptotic curves of both S, S' and the focal surfaces of L

correspond, then both the surfaces S and S' are characterized by the follow-

ing conditions:

ßv = 7u,      ßu = yv

A special case of Theorem II is the following:

If a surface S is generated by the harmonic conjugate point of the point of

intersection of a congruence L with a fixed plane with respect to the corresponding

foci of L and is conjugate to L, then S is a Jonas surface and the developables of

L cut S in the Jonas net.

6. We are now in a position to discuss the special class of congruences

which we have excluded in the preceding paragraphs, that is, when the de-

velopables of L are indeterminate. In this case, hv=hu- By changing the

factor of proportionality the congruence is defined by x and x, x being defined

by

X ^=   X ~j~ JS-Xuvj

with

Til  =   T22  =   0.

It is known that, in this case, all lines of the congruence L pass through a
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fixed point. For this congruence we can deduce a result similar to Lemma 1,

namely,

If S and S' are distinct transversal surfaces of a congruence L and the

asymptotic u-tangents of S intersect the corresponding u-tangents of S', then all

lines of L pass through a fixed point. Conversely, if we have a congruence L

with its lines passing through a fixed point, the asymptotic u-tangents of S inter-

sect the corresponding u-tangents of S', where S and S' are surfaces generated by

any two distinct points (x) and (x') situated on each generator of the congruence

(these two surfaces are said to be perspective).

For a pair of perspective surfaces we state also the following result which

may be considered as a generalization of Koenig's theorem for plane asymp-

totic nets:

If two surfaces S, S' are perspective and if the asymptotic curves of S cor-

respond to a conjugate net S2 of S' under this perspectivity, then Í2 is a net with

equal invariants. Conversely, any net with equal invariants is perspective to the

asymptotic net of another surface.

The lines joining each pair of corresponding points of S and S' form a

congruence L with indeterminate developables. By changing the factor of

proportionality we can define this congruence L by

x' = e~e(Rx + xuv),        xn = X22 = 0,

where (x') is a point of S' corresponding the point (x) of S. By a simple calcula-

tion we have

x'u = e~e[(pu — Oup)x + pxu],

x'v = e~e[(pv — 0vp)x + pxv],

x'uv = e-e[(pv — 0vp)Xu + (pu — 0up)xv + pXuv + qx\,

where we have put

p = R + Ouv + ßy,

and q is a function which has no importance for us.

By means of this set of equations, we obtain

'    (dlog t   *\ > j. (dlogÍ   A ';'_i_, '.i
Xuv = \-0V ] xu + I-flu ] xv + Ix  + mx.

\    dv / \    du )

Thus follows the first part of our theorem. The converse theorem can be

proved in a similar way.

7. We have shown in Lemma 1 (§3) that if S is conjugate to L, the

asymptotic f-tangents (w-tangents) of S intersect the corresponding »-tan-

gents (^-tangents) of S'. The lines joining each pair of corresponding points of

intersection form a congruence L' defined by the points x„', xú where
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xu = e 9[(x22/3 — xn,)* + xuxj,

xv = e-9[(xii7 — ir22u)x + it22xu].

The reciprocal congruence L of L' with respect to S is then defined by

Tu a log T22 T22 d log Tu

— h =-7-i — h = -ß-•
X22 du xn dv

Hence we arrive at the following theorem:

The congruence L is also conjugate to S when and only when the develop-

ables of L cut S in a net with equal point invariants.

In the second place we deduce the condition that the congruence L

(harmonic conjugate of S with respect to S) be conjugate to S'.

Let the asymptotic curves of S' be defined by the following equation:

Adu2 + 2Bdudv + Cdv2 m Fdùdv = 0.

If L is also conjugate to S', then, by Lemma 1 (§3), the asymptotic ü-

tangents of S' intersect the corresponding ü-tangents of S and therefore

(x', x¿ , x, Xi)=0. By a simple calculation, we find the required necessary and

sufficient condition as

du du dv dv
Tu-   -  =   T22-   -'

dû dv dû dv

or

{44) A/rxx = C/t22.

8. This paper concludes with the conditions that a congruence L con-

jugate to a surface S should be W. The congruence L, being conjugate to S,

is defined by the Pliicker coordinates of its lines, namely r=(x, x„„). By dif-

ferentiation we have

ruu  =   3"u\Xu,   Xuv)     \    P\Xv,   XUv)     I     ¿TTXX\Xu,   Xv)

+ [irxxv — X22/3 + 30u(0uv + ßy)](x, Xu)

+ [irii, + |3(flu„ + ßy) + fluxn](x, Xv)

2
+   (xu +  Pll + flu + Ouu)(x,   Xuv),

fvv  =  7(»«>   Xuv)  +  30V(XV,   Xuv)   —   2X22(#U,   Xv)

+   [X22v + y(0uv  + ßy)   + 0„X22J(X,   Xu)

+ [x22u — X117 + 3flt,(fl„„ + ßy)](x, Xv)
2

+   (x22 +  />22 + Ov + 0VV)(X,   Xuv),

(45)
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and the values of ru, rv, ruv are given by (13).

If L is IF the quantities r, ru, rv, ruv, fuu, rVv satisfy a linear relation, that is,

the determinant formed by the coefficients of (xu, xuv), (xv, xUv), (xu, x„),

(x, Xu), (x, xv) of r„, rv, ruv, ruu, rvv is to be equal to zero. By a simple calcula-

tion, we find the required condition as follows:

fa log T11T22 / xn    \~|
-5--2 (0u + — 7)

La» \       X22   /J

ta log T11T22      /       X22   \~|

X22

(46)

= in.

In particular, surfaces for which the projective normal congruence is W

are characterized by equation (46), where the function 0 takes the value

9 = log ßy.
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